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BIALIK'S OTHER SILENCE 

Sheila E. Jelen 
University oj Maryland, College Park 

Chaim Nahman Bialik's (1873-1934) poetic "sfllika"" or silence from 1911 to 
the time of his death in 1934 has been widely discussed and conjectured about 
from social, psychological, and literary perspectives. "Bialik's Other Silence" 
focuses on Bialik's vernacular "silence" in representative works of his fiction. 
To what extent did Bialik's essays express his intellectual support of the 
necessity for Hebrew speech as part of a nationalist and cultural mobilization of 
the Jewish people, while his fiction refused to "speak" Hebrew? In "Bialik's 
Other Silence," Bialik's debut story "Brawny Aryeh" (1899) and one of his 
final stories "A Fatted Ox or a Dinner of Herbs" (1931) are explored in order 
to understand the troubled relationship between dialogue and narrative in 
Bialik's tictional corpus. Throughout the discussion, the particular challenges of 
Hebrew literary production during the Hebrew revival, the Tehiyah, are explored 
as they pertain to the ideologies and politics inherited by its practitioners from 
the Haskalah, or the Jewish Enlightenment. 

1. SILENCES 

Gershom Scholem (1897-1982) tells of his reception at Chaim Nachman 
Bialik's house in Tel-Aviv on Friday nights during the last few years of 
Bialik's life. When Scholem arrived, Bialik (1873-1934) would say, "Der yeke 
is gekumen, m'darj reydn loslln koydesh" (The Yekke [German Jew] has 
come, we've got to speak the holy tongue)! While Russian born Bialik was 
clearly poking fun at his German born colleague as much for his national 
origins and all its stereotypical behavioral implications as for his earnest 
devotion to Hebrew, Bialik also betrays his own level of discomfort with 
Hebrew as the language of casual, social discourse. "Yiddish speaks itself," 
Bialik said, "Hebrew must be spoken ... 2 While in his essays, Bialik declares 
the necessity for the "liberation" of Hebrew from its textual fetters, in his 
own daily practice, Bialik was clearly resistant to what he himself argued was 
essential to the revival of Hebrew secular culture-speaking the holy tongue. 

Bialik's poetic "shtikah" or silence from 1911 to the time of his death in 
1934 has been widely discussed and conjectured about from social, 
psychological, and literary perspectives. With the publication of "I;rl;r ,~ m~" 
(Like a fallen branch [1911 D, Bialik almost entirely stopped writing lyric and 

I G. Scholem. From Berlin 10 Jerusalem: Memories 0/ My YOllth (Tel Aviv: Am cDved. 1982). p. 188. 
Cited in B. Harshav. i..ollgutlge ill Time 0/ Rel'o/lIlioll (Bcrkelcy: University of California. 1993). p. 86. 
! B. Harshav. Lallguage ill Tillie. p. 86. 
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epic poetry. Only ten poems from 1911 to 1934 were included in his 
"Collected Works." Bialik himself described, in correspondence, a silence that 
had overtaken him from about 1909 as a "form of sickness." He told a 
young acquaintance that he was unable even to answer letters. Though he did 
produce poems for young children during that period in ~'i~'~ ~'J7i'Jr!)7 ~'i':J 
(Poems and songs for young children [1933]), most of his other work post-
1911 was editorial. His fmal poem, "l",~'n'" (Orphanhood) was published in 
three parts: the first in 1928 and the final two in 1933.3 

Though best known for his poetic output (or lack thereot), Bialik's literary 
career was characterized by generic variety and breadth. His prose fiction and 
essays were extremely influential in their own time, and critical treatment of 
them has recently appeared in studies conducted by scholars such as Ziva 
Shamir and Tziporah Kagan:' Bialik's essays and fiction, devoted in large part 
to exposition upon the need for and practice of a Hebrew vernacular prose 
idiom, reverberated with their own kind of "silence." In this essay, I will 
digress from discussions of Bialik's poetic silence in order to focus on Bialik's 
vernacular "silence" in his fiction. To what extent did Bialik's essays express 
his intellectual support of the necessity for Hebrew speech as part of a 
nationalist and cultural mobilization of the Jewish people, while his fiction, like 
Bialik in his own life, refused to "speak" Hebrew? 

Bialik fancied himself the primary inheritor of S. J. Abramowitz's 
revolutionary Hebrew vernacular prose style, the NlIsah.s Hebrew writers 
from the period of the Haskalah tended to write in a stilted Biblical shibuts, or 
pastiche style, which rendered it difficult for Hebrew texts to realistically 
represent the European milieu within which they were writing. Well known 
Haskalah novelists such as A vraham Mapu (1808-1867), for example, found 
that his style best suited a biblical or "classical" theme.6 When pre-Nusah 
writers, Abramowitz included, tried to depict a contemporary universe, their 
idiom fell flat7 Abramowitz, later in his literary career, was the first to draw 
on a wide variety of different Jewish intertextual resources without allowing 

3 For a discussion of Bialik's "Shtikah" or silence in English. see D. Aberbach. Bialik (New York: Grove. 
(988), pp. 87-96. 
• Z. Shamir. =;'T'm~)J!I'J:; P'';-X':; ''11£)'0 :,'1~,':-.t' rx:; (Without a plot: Bialik's short stories in context) (TeI
Aviv: ha-Kibutz ha-Meuhad, 1998); T. Kagan. m'1!Jo ~: 1!J111:J .n;Nl ,':J~'7 (Law and legend as a Iiter.uy 
world view) (Jerusalem: Mosad Bialik. (988). 
5 C. N. Bialik, "nOll;' ill"" (The creator of Ihe NlIsall) and "C';:)i;:);' 1"I::1~::1' ""~" (Mendele and the thn.'C 
volumes) in p'';-x';:' p:m :rn ':;n:;) ~:J (Collected works of Chaim Nahman Bialik) (Tel-Aviv: Dvir. 1947). 
• Sec Mapu's famous novel. I"s .'r,'7.'( (Love of Zion 11853() for an example of a novel SCI in biblical 
times and wrinen in Shib",;, style. 
7 See Abramowitz's own first novel. :;C-" l'7'::'~ (Leam to do Well 11862» for an example of a Hebrew 
Enlightenment style work set in contemporary Eastern Europe. 
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his texts to become subjugated to them. Instead of using shibutz as a linguistic 
crutch, he used it for satirical and semantic effect.s In other words, whi1e 
Abramowitz, like his predecessors, without a vernacular precedent, could not 
avoid using traditional texts in his construction of Modem Hebrew fiction, he 
managed to dictate the terms of his intertextual allusions in his Nusah, instead 
of allowing his allusions to dictate the terms to him. 

Bialik's earliest story, "~jl i;oz:~ ;"j'j~" (Brawny Aryeh [1899]), with its 
satirical depiction of a nouveau riche lumber merchant in the Jewish Pale of 
Settlement, was written stylistically and thematically in dialogue with S. J. 
Abramowitz's Hebrew short stories, authored between 1886 and 1897.9 Yet 
despite Bialik's avowed adoration of Abramowitz's Nusah style and his 
apparent resolve to employ it in his own fiction, "Brawny Aryeh" and his 
subsequent stories are not viewed as central to his corpus, either by him or by 
others. 1lI Why not? Given the fact that Abramowitz's stories were hailed both 
in their own time by Bialik and later by critics as the first successful literary 
representation of a Hebrew vernacular idiom, did Bialik and others view 
Bialik's own stories as not "vernacularly" successful in the same way? What 
is the measure of vernacular success in Hebrew literature? 

Elsewhere I have proposed that the struggle to create a Hebrew 
vernacular prose in the absence of a Hebrew vernacular speech rests in the 
perceived distance between vernacular mimesis and vernacular diegesis in a 
literary text'" Vernacular mimesis in narrative prose is the representation of 
characters' speech as quoted dialogues. Vernacular diegesis is the narrator's 
unquoted idiom.'2 When a Hebrew author from the period of the Hebrew 
revival resists mimetic representation of characters' speech or represents it in 
a way that is radically different than the idiom of the narrator, he or she has 

• R. Alter. Till' IIII'elllion of Hebrew Prose: Moe/em Fiction ami tll(' UIIIKlla}(£, of Realism (Seallle: 
University of Washington. 1988), pp. 31-32. 
• These stories. his only shon stories authored first in Hebrew and then spottily tr.mslated into Yiddish. 
includ< ... d "::.:, ,n:::" (In the SI..'Cret place of thunder (1886». ":+'~!I: :'1!1', ==" (Shcm and Japheth on the 
train IIS90]). ":~!I': :'1m K':-" (No rest for Jacob 118921>. ";,.:,:-: '~':" (During the earthquake 11894». 
":-:e;: 1:-= :-::'::r':~ :-:':-.:~ '='::: :-::':::':" (In the tribunals of heaven and eanh [IS941). and "::'1:'1:::.:-:" ('The bumt 
IIS971). 
ICI Other prose fiction authored by Bialik includes "i.'!:o" (Aftergrowth). published in installments between 
190K mid 1909. His other well-known shon stories ... ".., "'i.K~" (Behind the fen~'C) ,lnd :-:'~'r:In:-:" 
":-:::r":m::r (llleshmned trumpet) were published in I90S and 1915 respectively. David Pallerson and F.7.I"01 
Spicehandler recently edited and translated into English a collection of Bialik's novellas. Sec C. N. Bialik. 
Rlllldom I/lIn'est: Tile Novellas of Bialik. trans. D. Patterson ,lnd E. Spicehandler (Boulder. Colo.: 
Westview Press. 1(99). 
II S. E. Jelen. "Writing From the Pulpit. Speaking From the Page: The Oml Voices of Hebrew Revival 
Texts" (Ph.D. diss .. University of California. 2001). 
"See G. Genette. Nllrratil'e Dis(,(}lIrse: An Essay in Method, trans. J. E. Lewin (Ithaca. N.Y.: Cornell 
University Press. 1980). 
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not achieved a successful vernacular idiom. For example, when a narrator 
maintains a lively vernacular idiom, drawn from Aramaic loan words and/or 
Yiddish calques alongside an unpastiched mixture of rabbinic and biblical 
language, but the quoted dialogue of the characters depicted is wholly 
constructed out of biblical or rabbinic pastiche, the diegetic stratum of the 
narrative (the narration) is radically different in tone and in idiom than the 
mimetic stratum (quoted dialogue). The writer is demonstrating consciousness 
of the need to establish a vernacular Hebrew literary idiom, but resistance to 
the possibility of depictions of actual speech in a vernacular idiom. Dvora 
Baron (1887-1956), for example, in her early, uncollected short story r".~" 
""j~.i1 (Hebrew Trip [1904]) depicts a girls' Hebrew speaking "club" and she 
sets the Hebrew dialogue (mimesis) apart from the text of the narration 
(diegesis) in various stylistic ways. While the story is narrated in a smooth 
mixture of rabbinic syntax and biblical verbal morphology, the girls' speech ~ 
rendered in a biblical pastiche. 

Why would a Hebrew writer from the period of the Hebrew revival feel 
more comfortable creating a vernacular idiom on the diegetic or narrative 
level, but not on the mimetic or dialogic level? Because during the period of 
the Hebrew revival there was a discourse which valorized the representation 
of "dvarim ke-hevyatam" or "things as they are.,,13 At the same time, there 
was, at the turn of the twentieth century, a precedent in European and Anglo
American literature for a psychologically realist idiom, a stream of 
consciousness style, that attempted to demonstrate that "things as they are" 
was not the way people spoke, but the way people thought. 14 Hebrew anti
Nusah writers such as Yosef Hayim Brenner (1881-1921) writing prose 
fiction in the generation just after Bialik, drew on these models to depict 
Hebrew narrators and characters who were so wrapped up in themselves it 
did not matter what people actually said on the mimetic level of discourse, as 
quoted. 15 Rather, they focused on what narrators said on the diegetic level of 
pure narration. 

II For a polemical response to the demand that Hebrew wrilCrs in Palestine write about the "realities" of 
life there, see Y. H. Brenner, "';"1''iI'~I(' "'1('")::1'-1''")1(;"1 'illn" (The Israeli genre and its accessories). in vol. 2 
of .,;.,~ .n .' '::n~ (Collected works of Y. H. Brenner) (Tel-Aviv: ha-Kibutz ha-meuhad. 1960). pp. 
268-270. Also see s. Y. Agnon's discussion of "dvarim ke-hev}"atam" in ";"1)";"1 'i!:C r,1I c'i''i~'' (Chapters 
on sefer ha-medinah), in vol. 6 of 17))P .' .:l '::n~ ~~ (Collected Works of s. Y. Agnon) (Jerusalem: 
Schocken. 1967). p. 252. 
14 On the birth of psychological realism and a narratological analysis of its different manifestations, see D. 
Cohn, Transparent Minds (Princeton: Princeton University. 1978). 
IS See. for example. the patterns of discourse. both mimetic and diegetic, in Y. H. Brenner's novel. ~,::!:, 
1'~:l::7 (Breakdown and bereavement) (1910). 
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In Bialik's Nlisah era, there was still an attempt to depict a Hebrew 
speaking idiom "realistically." This is where diegesis and mimesis began to 
diverge and the struggle to achieve a vernacular literary idiom becomes 
evident. When the narrator can express him or herself idiosyncratically, but 
the characters are bound to a projected notion of what speaking conventions 
would be if Hebrew was actually spoken, you can see a radical break-down in 
the vernacular texture of a literary text. Thus, a successful vernacular idiom is, 
to my mind, a comfortable marriage of dialogue and narration, of mimesis 
and diegesis. Bialik's own lack of success in achieving this marriage is, 
perhaps, the primary reason that his fiction was not well or broadly received 
in its own time, or in the present. 

2. FROM TEXT TO VOICE 

Hebrew literature from the period of the Haska/all and the Tehiyah 
served as the locus of the transition of the Jewish people from Hebrew texts 
to Hebrew speech. In the absence of a vernacular Hebrew speaking culture, 
writers had to turn to vernacular literary models from the Jewish tradition in 
order to create intimations of orality in their literary texts. They sought out, as 
I have documented elsewhere, "speakerly" precedents in Jewish literature as 
paradigms for a literary rhetoric of speech.16 Speakerly texts are texts that 
exist on the threshold between text and speech, between the literary and the 
oral. Prayer and sermons, for example, straddle the human voice and the 
literary voice. They are constructed out of primarily literary materials, but 
they are communicated, or performed, orally. Speakerly texts acknowledge 
their textual debt, even while maintaining an oral pretense. 

What does it mean for a Hebrew literature to aspire toward a vernacular 
identity in the absence of a Hebrew vernacular culture? In his 1950 essay, 
"Concerning our Literature," Dov Sadan discusses the relationship between 
the creation of an "as if' reality in Hebrew letters during the Hebrew 
Enlightenment, and the use of the Hebrew language in life: 

The Enlightenment writers can be seen as the unconscious servants of reality. 
more than they could ever have imagined. A reality blossomed, natumlly, out of 
und into their language und literature:' 

,. S. E. Jelcn. Wrilillg froll/ Ihe Plllpit. pp. 24-28. 
" D. Sadan. ':':'l"~O ';oJ: (Concerning our literature) (Jerusalem: Rcuven Mass. 1(50). pp. 11-12. 
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According to Sadan, Hebrew life as represented in Hebrew literature 
served as a model, albeit unintentionally, for the subsequent construction of a 
Hebrew speaking society in Palestine; Hebrew letters created an "as if' 
spoken reality in literature. The "as if' theory has become a truism of 
modern Hebrew literary studies. But when the texts ascribed "as if' status 
are scrutinized, what results is the inescapable impression that the literature 
never fancied itself "as if'; rather, it aspired to vernacular status within the 
confines of its own literary boundaries. 

Bialik's struggle, as we will see, was not to create an "as if' culture in text 
as much as it was to acknowledge the disjuncture, even as a vernacular 
culture was being created, between life and literature. As the possibility of a 
Hebrew speaking culture became more and more real, literary mimetic 
assumptions became more and more tenuous. Bialik created a vernacular in 
Hebrew literature that was not necessarily meant to imitate patterns of speech 
outside the text, or to construct models for a Hebrew speaking culture. 
Instead he sought ways to thematize orality in his texts so that it reflected a 
complex understanding of the differences between a literary and a spoken 
vernacular. 

This investigation into Bialik's vernacular "silence" in his fiction is part of 
a larger investigation into an anti- "as-if' trend in the evolution of a modem 
Hebrew vernacular realism. I propose that we look at the Hebrew prose 
fiction of the Tehiyah, or the Hebrew revival, in a trajectory that existed 
independent of Hebrew speech and either never aspired toward Hebrew 
speech or explicitly valorized the representation of speech in text while 
implicitly expressing ambivalence toward the possibility of capturing 
vernacular speech in Hebrew literature. Bialik, in other words, sought ways to 
create vernacular voices that did not aspire beyond the text, but referred back 
to an understanding of textuality within an oral rhetorical frame. 

3. MONEY BAGS 

Bialik often employs a conceit of wealth and treasure in order to illustrate 
his belief in the potential revival of Hebrew as a medium not strictly of 
literary exchange, but of oral exchange as well. "It's quite clear," he says in 
his 1908 essay "J1t:1r, ,r,:ln" (Language pangs) that "a language with 'hidden 
treasures' which is only to be found crowded into books will bear no great 
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fruit."UI The "treasures of Hebrew," serve as a counterpoint to the limitations 
of a strictly literary language. 

In two essays-"nc1li1 ,~,~" (The creator of the Nusah) and ~~'j~" 
"C~:lj:ljj n~~~' (Mendele and the three volumes)-written in 1912 to 
celebrate the publication of Abramowitz's collected Hebrew works that same 
year, Bialik identified what he considered to be Abramowitz's revolutionary 
vernacular prose style as a "Nusah," a literary template for a vernacular style 
which could be used, in Bialik's opinion, by all subsequent Hebrew writers. 19 

In his essay "Language Pangs," Bialik articulates the need for Hebrew to 
become a well-worn "coin" which is no longer hoarded within the pages of 
texts, but which is in circulation, moving from hand to hand, becoming 
mundane. Just as a coin is a form of symbolic, economic, representation, so 
too, Abramowitz's Nusah was said by Bialik to have enabled the Hebrew 
language, after many unsuccessful attempts by his Enlightenment prede
cessors, to become a widely disseminated means of symbolic, literary 
representation. 

The symbolic economy of Bialik's essays, in which coin imagery is neatly 
mobilized to express linguistic issues, is subverted in his 1899 story "Brawny 
Aryeh." At the story's conclusion, Bialik's protagonist, Aryeh, reflects on his 
decision to stay aloof from the life of the Jewish community: 

,l,lO il',~ ,n,.~.I: p~no il',~ ,t::'iOil n':: '~:::ll i1'j~ .il~' 'j'i1' il'Oi:::l n'iK 
ri1'ri1K:::l rl1r, ;p:::l'i~ p::h: jJil~ Tj~ n:l' 'i,n' !Kt::~~ !nri nri nri 'p:::l'-~ i'C'~: 

!"i' t::' ni"j~ il"K~ .ilT "~,, ilno,o ,~'~ n',K' !r"'!:il ri1lit i1l1:::liK ri'jilr" il,jCPil 

Aryeh as a fine Jew? Dispensing honors and favors in synagogue? Gurgling in 
Hebrew (pipe language)?-ha! hal Stupid woman, only a fancy Jew gets to 
gurgle in Hebrew, to read the small print and wear four pairs of phylacteries! 
And Aryeh is not suited for that. Aryeh has money-bags (rsrorot) and that's 
enough for him!20 

,. C. N. Bialik "P::-':- '':-:In'' (Language pangs), in I';'~N'= ;,<oj,"7J ,<oj"n '=n~ ~~ (Collected works of Chaim 
Nahman Bialik) (Tcl-Aviv: Dvir, 1947), p. 185. 
,. The term NlIsah designates a liturgical melody to whieh any variety of traditional texts or prayers ean be 
performed by a pmyer leader or group of worshippers in the synagogue. It also means "version." The same 
text, for example, can have different Nllsahs. More broadly, NII.Wlh refers to a style or convention. 
20 All English translations are mine. unless otherwise indicated. Loshll trl/I'ki is the YiddishlRussian term 
employed by Aryeh to indicate Hebrew. "Trlll·ki" arc "pipes" in Russian. and "Ioshell" is "language" in 
Yiddish. derived from the Hebrew "Iashon." Yiddish is generally refem:d to as mame lOS/III in Yiddish and 
Hebrew is referred to as lOS/III koydesh. Here. Aryeh' s bilingual portmanteaux gestures towards the fact that 
not only does he reject Hebrew. but he assigns it a term derived from Russian. not even the Jcwish Yiddish. 
C. N. Bialik. "'i" t;.z;: :1'''1('' (Bmwny Aryeh), in P'~.'I'= j,'!nJ ,<oj'-,; -=fi~ ~~ (Collccted works of Chaim 
Nahman Bialik) (Tel-Aviv: Dvir. 1947). p. 127. 
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Aryeh's money-bags (tsrorot) are his explicit alternative to the "small print" 
of Hebrew, the language of the elite. Aryeh rejects the possibility of Hebrew 
as both an oral and a textual medium, of "gurgling" in Hebrew as well as 
reading its "fine print." 

Bialik's Aryeh, an illiterate, wealthy Jewish merchant in the pale of 
settlement who rejects Jewish ritual but embraces Jewish superstition, who 
rejects the traditional community intellectually, but worships the Jewish 
intelligentsia out of fear and guilt, serves as a unique locus for the 
contradictions and the innovations of the Tehiyah. In Bialik's satirical 
depiction of Aryeh as well as his traditional Jewish cohort, we see a total 
dismissal of both assimilationist values as well as traditional ones. 

The Teh;yah, or the Hebrew revival, marked a turn back toward tradition 
in the ideology of the Jewish Enlightenment. Hebrew was seen as something 
of an antidote to what en lighteners were starting to worry was a total 
rejection of Jewish values and the Jewish family structure. Shmuel Finer in his 
overview of attitudes towards women during the Jewish Enlightenment in 
Germany and Russia, points out that as the Jewish Enlightenment progressed 
and well-to-do families were increasingly frequently educating their daughters 
in the languages, literatures, and cultures of Eastern and Western Europe, 
assimilation, conversion, and intermarriage were on the rise. 21 Jewish 
Enlightenment ideologues retrenched and sought ways to keep Jews (and 
particularly Jewish women) engaged in the ideologies and values of a 
specifically Jew;sh Enlightenment. One certain way to keep Jews involved in 
Jewish progress was not to teach them French or Russian, but to teach them 
Hebrew. 

Along with the radical shift away from popular support for a'isimilation 
into Russian culture after the horrific pogroms of 1881-1882, Jewish 
enlighteners shifted their focus, in many instances, away from assimilation and 
toward the popularization of Hebrew culture.22 Thus, while religious traditions 
were vociferously opposed by many enlighteners, so was ao;similation. 
Hebrew was a key way to hold the extremes-it was a traditional language 
that would enable Jews to stay in touch with their own people, even while its 
modern manifestation was secularized and thus generally rejected by the 

!l S. Finer. ";'J"'~;" ;"1~:~nn ·on·:: in:o n~i'0 :n":'i"'J'::-t :1"";''';' :-tr::N;'1" (The In(xlcm Jewish woman: A 
ense study in relations between the Enlightenment and Modernity) Zio1l58:4 (1993). 
n Pogroms in Russia in 1881 and 1882 led to the mnss migrntion of Russian and Romanian Jews to 
Palestine. They fonned the body of the first aliyall that built new. privatized. Jewish agriculturnl 
settlements. B. Harshav. Lallguage ill Time. p. xi. 
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pious as an abuse of the "holy tongue." The Tehiyah wed the push towards 
the secular to the pull towards tradition. 

In "Brawny Aryeh," Bialik asks a question which, in its presentation of 
the need for reconciliation of two ostensible cultural extremes, embodies the 
query posed by advocates of the Tehiyah to their predecessors the Maskilim: 
How do the bourgeoisie values of the Russian Jewish milieu serve as an 
impediment both to secularization and to traditionalism? On the one hand, 
money is far more important than ideology, as we will explore in Aryeh' s 
case. On the other hand, ideology is far more important than praxis, as in the 
case of Aryeh's cohort. In "Brawny Aryeh," Bialik presents us with 
dilemmas, both stylistic and cultural, that were unique to the advocates, both 
literary and political, of the Hebrew revival. As a student and Hasid of the 
Enlightenment writer S. 1. Abramowitz, Bialik's corpus served as a nodal 
moment in the transition from the values of Jewish European Enlightenment 
to those of the Hebrew nationalist revival. 

4. HOARDS 

In Bialik's debut story, Aryeh wholly embraces money-bags as a 
metonymic alternative to the spiritual life of penury and piety associated with 
the stereotypical Eastern European Jew.23 His money-bags, however, are 
filled with coin money, not paper money. In fact, Aryeh vehemently resists 
fiduciary money (paper bank-notes) or scriptural money (book-keeping): 

,:;";~ Cj'~ ,r,r,iT rwt:ll1;~jj I:-:::l" .jO'~ jj"j~ jj'jj "pr,'::l p:"n ,j3'~ "n: ,ni"jO 'i~C''' 
cor"l1::l CiT" r~t:l ,C":;" 'iT'i:::01 'iTj~ "ni~ .m~j m"j::l cn'~ "t:l nl':;,jp' m'010jZ1 
,(~£) 1~ "::: "t:l 1"1j"£) lZ1"'1iTr, ,i'1~::l 'i': K"::lO' Tr,lO iT"iT iT'iK) "~~ ,::: '£) ~"K 

;,e'i£) 1" KiT .•• j~PiT C"j"C'iT j"C' C"iOt:lO' ,i'i';' "Z1 P3'Pi'K::l jiTO, TK:::l cn C,"iT" 
~iTr C"j01rO "::lK !1:::~ ,0":::' CiT n'n,:'::; "::: "11 "31:- !CiT'mi'j r,:::l j"nO::l nt:l,m "C' ". ~j~~" 'ii~ r ~li' 

"Banks shmanks, cash smash," Aryeh used to say, "all those fancy things are 
only the trickery of those snotty good for nothings who have nothing in the 
world except pi-pu-pa" (Aryeh would wave his hand in the air to punctuate pi
pu-pa), "here today and gone tomorrow to the fair at Irkurtsk, singing, • a 
soldier's farewell' .. .1 wouldn't give you a penny for all their cash! They're 
only fit for wrappers on jars! But coins-that's a different matter entircly."z4 

!~ In cOlTCspondence with his editor and mentor Ahad ha·Am, Bialik says that Aryeh is a typological 
presentation of the "nollel'e(1/I riche" Jew to be found in small Jewish towns throughout Eastern Europe. 
See the letter dated July 18. 1898 sent from Sosnevicz to Odessa in "Cl:;'l ,nK ~K n;""K~" (From letters to 
Ahad ha-<Am), Knessel7 (1941): 20. 
24 C. N. Bialik, "Brawny Aryeh." p. 114. 
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"Brawny Aryeh" was written only two years after the introduction of the 
gold standard that stabilized paper money. Paper currency was introduced in 
Russia by Catherine n in 1768. Its controvertibility was suspended in 1777, 
and from that date until 1897 when the gold standard was introduced, Russia 
lived under a regime of incontrovertible and depreciated paper currency.25 
Given these historical facts, one could argue that Aryeh' s reluctance to 
recognize paper money and its derivatives was in keeping with the economic 
realities in Russia, and particularly within the Jewish pale. Within a literary 
context, one could also argue that Aryeh's hoarding is a natural sign of 
resistance to the possibility of representation and exchange. For Aryeh, 
money is not a means of exchange as much as it is a fetishized symbol of 
wealth. Aryeh himself points out that his Hebrew speech must necessarily be 
confined to the literary text by asserting (in Hebrew) his total ignorance of 
Hebrew. ("Aryeh as a fine Jew gurgling in Hebrew?") The Hebrew language, 
then, is hoarded within Hebrew texts, never to become a means of verbal 
exchange and communica-tion within a modern Hebrew culture. 

William Hazlitt's brilliant conceit of treasure hoarding in language can help 
us to arrive at an understanding of the dynamic interplay between Aryeh's 
tsrorot, and Bialik's impulse toward the oral revival of modern Hebrew by 
means of the coining and deployment of Abramowitz's Nusah. "There are 
those," Hazlitt says in the course of a discussion of the advantages of a 
"familiar" literary style, 

who hoard up and make a cautious display of nothing but rich and rare 
phraseology-ancient medals, obscure coins, and Spanish pieces of eight. They 
are very curious to inspect, but I myself would neither offer nor take them in the 
course of exchange. A sprinkling of archaisms is not amiss, but a tissue of 
obsolete expressions is more fit for keep than wear.26 

Such authors, Hazlitt concludes, become "besotted with words and their 
brains are turned with the glittering into empty and sterile phantoms of 
things. ,,27 Reminiscent of the criticism heaped on the Hebrew melitsah style 
of the Jewish Enlightenment, Hazlitt's conceit of the empty treasures of 
overly-formal poetic diction becomes manifest in Aryeh's dedication to his 
"money bags." Aryeh's bags of coins are useless because of his inability to 
view them as a tool, or as a means of further exchange. Similarly, the 

ZS The gold standard lasted from 1897 to 1914 when it was suspended with the outbreak of World War I. 
Mcgraw Hill Encyclopedia of Rllssia and the Soviet Union (New York: 1961). 
26 W. Hazlin, "A Familiar Style," in Selected Essays of William Hazlitt (1778-1830), ed. G. Keynes 
(New York: Random House, 1970), p. 47R. 
Z7 W. Hazli\l, "A Familiar Style," p. 481. 
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Enlightenment writers who preceded Abramowitz were unable, according to 
Bialik, to create a usable style, a linguistic and literary texture that was 
malleable enough (and vernacular enough) to serve the needs of a modern 
Hebrew revival. Bialik himself, however, as a romantic nationalist "hoarded," 
both in his prose fiction, and in his many larger projects of "collecting" 
Jewish literary artifacts such as Aggadah. He stuffed the Hebrew language 
into a "sack" and presented it as intrinsically valuable, like jewels or coins 
within a barter economy of material equivalences and outside of a market or 
representational one. 

In his 1912 essays on Abramowitz's Nusah, Bialik calls Abramowitz's 
Nusah a ",c"m n~::J" idiomatically an archive and literally a hiding place, "for 
all the forms of Jewish life throughout the generations, and a condensation of 
the Hebrew style for all generations. ,,28 The continuity between 
Abramowitz's Nusah based fiction and Bialik's prose fiction, particularly 
"Brawny Aryeh" has been duly noted, for better or for worse. Michah Yosef 
Berdischevsky (1865-1921) was the first to point out this continuity, 
particularly in his reading of Bialik's "Brawny Aryeh.,,29 In so doing, he 
focuses specifically on Abramowitz's and Bialik's mutual commitment to the 
depiction of "reality." He says that "Bialik learned quite a lot from him 
(Abramowitz) and in particular, how to go into too much detail. .. " He claims 
that "Brawny Aryeh" is merely a showcase, or "mirror which reflects the 
capacity of the poet to depict r:m~ t,t:! 0"'::1' (real things) and sums up by 
saying that Bialik's dialogues are "words with no life."30 Dov Sadan, in a 
later assessment, echoes, to some extent, Berdischevsky's view of the 
deleterious effects of Abramowitz's influence on Bialik's fictional style when 
he says that Bialik was the "outstanding student of someone who was totally 
invested in realism." As such, according to Sadan, Bialik created, as if against 
his better judgment, a "hodgepodge of tiny insubstantial details:,31 Shlomo 
Tzemah went so far as to attack Bialik, naming him the outstanding inheritor 
of Abramowitz's realist style. In his 1918 essay "In the Bonds of Reality," 
Tzemah claims that "the Mendele period left behind a desolate desert-hills 
of objects, lifeless and desperate.,,32 He justifies Abramowitz's dedication to 

!., C. N. Bialik. "Mendele:' p. 239. 
29 Berdischevsky himself also anthologized Rabbinic legend in his 1924 l7r7JHl nlJ1!::> (Secrets and legends) 
which later came to be known as 1:oHi;;" ill,':!'":) (From the source of Israel) whose very title attests to a 
rhetoric of life and a mimetic orientation similar to Bialik's. 
)0 M. Y. Berdischevsky, ";'i!l' li'itO:l" (In belles lettres), in ?C:::>;i:: .' .,":) '::.;~ ~~ (Collected works of 
M. Y. Berdischevsky) (Dvir: Tel-Aviv. 5720), p. 286. 
31 D. Sadan.lm:: "J':H(Touchstones) (Dvir: Tel-Aviv. 1950). pp. 71-77. 
"s. T7.emah. "',,:1:1 O11li1::l1l:" (In the bonds of reality). in m":)':;il .;~.":! (Essays and articles) (Israel: 
Masada, 1968), p. 45. 
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the concrete by situating it at the tail end of the Hebrew Enlightenment. 
Hebrew writers from that period, Tzemah claims, wallowed in the "vague" 
descriptions, and "grandiosity" typical of the melitsah style, and Abramowitz 
put an end to that by finding a stylistic way to focus in on the concrete details 
and real-life experiences of the populations he represented. Bialik, on the 
other hand, suffered from "the blind belief that the artist has to be material, 
actual, totally actual, faithful." Tzemah concludes that there is "no concrete 
value to his (Bialik's) concrete descriptions. They cannot be possessed. They 
are unclaimed objects.,,33 

These "unclaimed objects" sound suspiciously like Aryeh's tsrorot. In 
Abramowitz's corpus, according to Tzemah, tsrorot of language were 
meaningful, if not optimal, simply as a symbol of the exchange of one literary 
semiotic for another. Abramowitz tried to exorcise an enlightenment legacy 
of abstraction from Hebrew letters with his over-attention to concrete details. 
Tzemah admits that Abramowitz's tsrorot of language provide a welcome 
alternative to the melitsah style which was characterized by imprecision. In 
Bialik's corpus, however, Abramowitz's tsrorot are rendered incriminating
evidence of hoarding instead of serving as a means of exchange. 3~ 

5. DEFERRED DISCOURSE 

How do the explicit poetics articulated in Bialik's essays, championing the 
revival of Hebrew as a spoken tongue, fall flat in his fiction? Aryeh, the main 
protagonist of Bialik's debut story "Brawny Aryeh," is a nouveau riche 
illiterate Jewish lumber merchant who lives among Jews of more modest 
means and more pious inclinations than his own. He has three sons, Shefil, 
Zelig, and Moshe, the latter referred to by Aryeh as "the candidate" because 
he wears glasses and is Russian literate. Hannah, Aryeh' s wife longs for a 
house that is commensurate with their income, but Aryeh will not allow for it 
Aryeh hoards everything (wood, choice produce, even small farm animals), 
until it rots. Bialik paints a portrait of Aryeh in his daily activities, exploiting 
his tenants, cheating his colleagues, insulting his wife, and consulting with the 

II S. Tzemab, "In the Bonds," p. 45. 
J.I Despite Tzemab's protestations, this "piling on" of language is an effective means of parody. While the 
Nusah has been discussed primarily from the point of view of its usefulness in the creation of a Hebrew 
vernacular realist model, its success as a new and usable stylistic model is also very much a product of its 
creation of a satirical register out of intertextual materials. Abramowitz's ability to use overt quotations and 
display what may even be construed as an over-determined consciousness of literary anteccdenl~ to satirical 
effect is one of the innovative and radical aspects of his Nusah style. Bialik's debut story was written in 
conscious dialogue with this style and, a~ such, could be viewed as having employed this "overly" 
descriptive, highly visual style as a satirical strategy, and not simply as a clumsy realist one. 
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local rabbi to alleviate his anxiety about his immorality and its feared effects 
on his mortality. Aryeh fmally agrees to build onto his house for Hannah's 
sake, and she holds a large dinner for the community as a housewarming. She 
is dressed in all her finery, dripping with jewelry that she, in tum, has hoarded 
for years without Aryeh knowing about it, and she serves her best dish-a 
kidney pie. The kidney pie, however, has become rancid and the guests use 
this as their excuse to flee the table, humiliating their host and hostess. 

"Brawny Aryeh," then, is a tale about clashing discourses-scholarship is 
pitted against mercantilism, the longing for social recognition is set against 
violently anti-social behaviors. Most important, the narrative impulse toward 
creating a Hebrew vernacular idiom for the characters in the story, runs up 
against an inclination to swallow all the speaking voices in the story into the 
narrator's voice, and to silence the characters instead of allowing them to 
speak. In "Brawny Aryeh" the protagonist Aryeh's Hebrew speaking voice 
is time and again presented as a vernacular fiction. The disjuncture between 
signified and signifier, between Aryeh' s speech and the Hebrew text 
purportedly representing it, is constantly invoked. As we have already seen, 
Aryeh himself declares his total alienation from Hebrew linguistic culture. But 
even more than that, the thematics of tsrorot or money bags which Aryeh 
introduces can be viewed as a significant component of the discourse of 
Hebrew literary representation, or fabrication, as the case may be, of 
vernacular Hebrew culture. 

The omniscient narrator of Bialik's text makes an issue of Aryeh's speech, 
time and again. At different junctures the narrator ironically remarks upon 
Aryeh's expressive capacities. For example: "Pouring out intestines, breaking 
limbs, nipping off the head, smashing the skull, and ripping up the belly
these were the salt and pepper with which Aryeh spiced his conversation, as 
though he were lecturing on surgery.,,35 Or, "in his conversations with the 
messengers, he allowed no man, whether respectable or not, to escape the 
lash of his tongue." Alternatively, "Aryeh used to hold forth with mocking 
sermons of this kind after the midday meal, while sitting on the stone bench 
in front of the gate of his yard .... " Finally-"And meanwhile the fountain of 
Aryeh's conversation keeps increasing, and his tongue wags more and 
more. ,,36 The narrator, even while effectively approximating a Yiddish-style 
idiom replete with absurd interjections and graphic images makes sure to 
frame Aryeh' s speech instead of just letting Aryeh speak. In so doing, it is 

35 C. N. Bialik, Random Han'est, p. 144. 
3. And see discussion of this section in S. Wersess. ".,u ':-J:: :1"N "~O)'C: p':'N': :"Ie'e" (Bialik's method 
in the story "Brawny Aryeh") Molad 22 (July 1964): 228. 
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apparent that the issue of speech is central to Bialik's conception of this story, 
even as he emphasizes the artificiality of it taking place in the language within 
which it is rendered by having Aryeh himself note that "loshn truvki" 
(Hebrew) is a language for others?7 

Aryeh's discourse, throughout the story, is "deferred," alluded to, 
illustrated, but never mimetically represented in quotations. The narrator, 
while "featuring" his speech patterns is constantly subsuming his speech 
beneath narrative framing devices.38 This strategy of deferred discourse 
creates a sense of linguistic distance, a gap between the language of 
representation and the language being represented.39 In "Brawny Aryeh," 
Bialik turns Aryeh's speech into a tsror, a concrete repository of sorts, while 
preventing it from functioning as a locus of rhetorical exchange. 

Bialik achieves a vernacular literary idiom diegetically, on the level of 
narrative, but he keeps that idiom out of Aryeh's mouth, avoiding the 
mimetic. Phrases quoted earlier such as "his tongue wags," "the lash of his 
tongue," and "the salt and pepper with which Aryeh spiced his 
conversation," achieve a vernacular effect as approximations and translations 
of Yiddish idioms. While these idioms are used to describe Aryeh' s speech, he 
does not speak them. It certainly would have been easy enough to place these 
seeming "Yiddishisms" into Aryeh's mouth, especially if he is posited as 
Hebrew illiterate. But the narrator keeps this vernacular idiom, as it were, to 
himself, emphasizing the paradox of vernacular speech as presented in 
Bialik's Hebrew texts. The vernacular quality of actual quoted speech such as 
Aryeh's seems to lag behind the narrator's idiom in that the quoted speech of 
characters is presented as ideally comprised of "intrinsic" Hebrew com
ponents, that is, textual ones, while the narrator is given license to veer into 
the realm of translations and importations from "extrinsic" vernacular 
languages such as Yiddish. 

At the conclusion of a long monologue of Aryeh' s in the flowery yet 
meaningless language of melitsah, for example, we see one strategy of speech 
deferral which illustrates the ways in which Bialik struggles to both utilize 
traditional texts in his quest for an intrinsic realist Hebrew vocabulary, and to 

37 Cf. note 20 above. 
38 In fact. the ironic "voice" which Mendele is famous for is reproduced in "Brawny Aryeh" not by Aryeh, 
but by the narrator vis-ii-vis Aryeh. 
39 Another notable instance of this occurs in S. Y. Agnon's "O'.'~I( ml':lt:l" (Betrothed). when Shoshanna. 
the heroine. turns to Yaakov Rechnitz. her "betrothed" and remarks upon his "quaint" Hebrew speech to the 
driver of a carriage in Jaffa. The whole story has taken place in Hebrew. and in Jaffa. and yet. we arc to 
understand from her remark that this is the first (and only) actual Hebrew utterance to take place in the entire 
story. S. Y. Agnon. "0':1101( mI1:C''' (Betrothed) in ,iJ,' ,JJ (Till now) (Jerusalem: Shocken. 1977). 
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repress consciousness of traditional texts in service to a vernacular literary 
style. The narrator says, "Where did this man get these words from in this 
style? It's as if he is reading directly out of Shevet Musar" (an eighteenth 
century collection of ethical writings).4o Aryeh's language is depicted as the 
language of a scholarly text, drawing attention to the fact that his language 
within this story must be comprised of textual components, notwithstanding 
his own inability and lack of desire to engage in the language of those texts 
either as a reader, speaker, or even a writer. 

Another strategy used by the narrator to "defer" Aryeh's speech is 
"intruding" upon the narrative and drawing attention to his own over
detennined role in choosing the contents of Aryeh's speech, thus allowing the 
narrator to literally take the words right out of Aryeh's mouth. The narrator 
intrudes upon the narrative in one dramatic instance, for example, when 
Aryeh's ritual of invoking good luck upon opening the gate to his 
lumberyard every morning is described: 

"::r~rt :,~ "": TI?"~ K'il il::111~ n~::I:' . "ilJil .,'0" .m,? "0 • ,:l'0 "~ • ,mo .~ .. 
<r:;= ":;!:j~~' il:· .. =!:~~ =.£?'''!~ njj~n~' rt~ .. ~,;:~ rl:;"t ·lrr~~ :"K"r: i~) j,~ii:= 
"Let every merchant. seller. and buyer-enter my gnte!" And when he says 

this. he gestures with his hand to the nat area in his yard (,'::1"0) (thus the wood 
merchants caIl the enclosures and fenced yards for tree trunks)~' 

Aryeh himself does not use the word that the narrator deems necessary to 
define in parentheses. The narrator draws attention to the fact that he is 
creating a professional Hebrew vocabulary for Aryeh which Aryeh himself 
does not even use, 

A third way the narrator defers Aryeh's discourse is by "framing it" 
instead of allowing it to evolve organically out of the unfolding narrative. For 
example, the narrator imposes a critical viewpoint on Aryeh's discursive 
perfonnances, classifying them literarily and generically instead of allowing 
them to unfold independently: 

.ao C. N. Bialik. "Bmwny Aryeh," p. 118. Onc clluld argue that CVCIl while declaring thc impossibility of 
his representational world, Bialik cmbl.'ds seed~ of possibility. ili.'fivoo from "folk" sources. into his 
narmth·c. His invocation of "She\'el MlIsar" is one such case. "Sht'\'c/ MlIsar" is a popular text which 
Aryeh could conceivably have learned in his youth at heder. or fromthc pulpit. "MlIsar." ethical writings. 
as a gcnrc, is a hybrid of the oral and the writtcll- being an edited transcript of ethical sermons in most 
cases . 
.. C. N. Bialik, "Bmwny Aryeh," p. 113. 
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,m~,t,jjot, ,""V IX'?;' C'j':~ c'::>£:p jj~on: jj~VO :iif rvo inx l'.'Ot, f..v c~:; 
.cm:':; iV C'iXt:JJil ,::: t:li:n', ,ilt:lO ~Jil:; il!:!'Jn .i'!:!'J" '''''i::: inXil nx ~'t:ln" 

nit:J~ 'x c"!:I:-x n=on ,.00 i111:-~ ,I:-i"::: 'x fJil: c"nnw "il ,,;,v ;",v :'v '"i1!?";:' 
N~ ;"t;.:: ~"J"= nn~ :,n-: ,£:o~, ui~ riK ;'iIN ''''0 :-i-it ~·O~D' a1t)~ C"!:':"N 
,m"i::>jj nN v,:n:' fJiliT n'::: :'x x::: niTX CVE) :"iT'iTt:J iTt:JVO": 1:"00' "c:'t:J 

nx ,:, :"t:Jn ex :,:, "~N" ,'n'ilil::: il'iX 'iTt:J!m', ,'i::' fJ',il 'n"" ,n':::::: rx t:J'x, 
. inii:p XiTn iT:l ,xl:- ex, !:e .. ~ "£:0:; 

His stories went like this: Once there were five drunken hicks who challenged 
him to a fight, and he grubbed one by the legs, waving him like a stick, while 
beating the others until they passed out. His stories about his wealth would start 
with a count or a geneml who had borrowed five thousand or twenty thousand 
rubles. Then he would combine his two types of stories together, beginning with 
"a count who borrowed and didn't pay" and ending with another "strength" 
tale: Once he came to the count's house to demand his "bundles" and there 
was no one in the house except the count; Aryeh took him by the throat and said 
to him: "If you give me my money-good! If not-you're a dead man .. 042 

This passage is punctuated by frame sentences which serve as reminders 
to the reader that aU the stories told here are typical, not actual ("His stories 
went like this," "His stories about his wealth would start with a count or a 
general.") We don't see any particular effort to depict his style of speech 
here. It is the style of his story, its formal generic classification that is of 
interest to the narrator who mediates it to the reader in a meta-narrative 
approaching a textual analysis ("he would combine his two types of stories 
together," etc.) Only in the last sentence of the mediated paragraph is the 
indirect speech and the occasional free indirect style replaced by direct 
speech. 

Aryeh's "speech" is rarely fully realized, as the narrator's voice curbs it, 
controls it, and frames it relentlessly. Aryeh's "voice," however, is of the 
utmost importance. His character is animated through a discussion of his 
different speaking styles and retrospective summations of his different 
speaking encounters. But time and again, when Aryeh's speech rears its ugly 
head, it is put in its place by the narrator's voice, mediating it, framing it, and 
essentially denying it. 

Aryeh's implied speech becomes something of a t ... ror, a hoarded treasure. 
Just as Aryeh distinguishes between paper money and money-bags, because 
to him the sensual, jingly, shiny, heavy coin is the only real money to be had, 
Bialik's construction of a text that challenges the representational capacities of 
Hebrew to sustain depictions of actual speech seems to situate him as similarly 
resistant to the symbolic . 

., C. N. Bialik. "Brawny Aryeh:' p. 115. 
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6. WALLS OF SPEECH 

Between 1903 and 1906, during the period of the second aliyah, Hebrew 
came into use by a signiticant quantity of people for the first time.43 But, 
according to Benjamin Harshav, "the revival of the Hebrew language was not 
a simple matter, even for its heroes.,,44 Natan Shaham, writes Harshav, 
reported in his memoir that his father, the well known writer Eliezer 
Shteynman (1892-1970), and Chaim Nahman Bialik, who between the two 
"had mastered all the treasures of the Hebrew language would stroll in the 
first Hebrew city in the early 1930s, speaking Yiddish.'.45 

Bialik's first published story, "Brawny Aryeh," may express the impossi
bility of Hebrew speech within a literary text, but what about his treatment of 
speech in his later works? By the time Bialik died in 1934, Hebrew speech in 
Palestine was becoming a reality. Was this reality reflected in a more con
fident narrative representation of Hebrew speech than that which was evident 
in "Brawny Aryeh"? Or was Bialik's resistance to Hebrew speech in his own 
social encounters reflected in his literary production as well? 

I would like to conclude this analysis of Bialik's representation of speech 
as a Isror by looking at one of Bialik's final stories: "pj' nnij~' o,=~ jjt:7" (A 
fatted ox or a dinner of herbs 11931 D which was included in his final 
collection, Alld il Came to Pass (1934).46 

"A Fatted Ox or A Dinner of Herbs" is based on Prov 15:17: nmj~ ~,e 
j= ;'i~~=' OJ=~ jj=~ t:= ;'i~;'i~' Pj" (Better is a dinner of herbs where love is, 
than a fatted ox and hatred with it):" Bialik synthesizes two Midrashic 
interpretations of this verse to create the pretext for the drama he enacts in 
his fictional adaptation:48 

Rabbi Levi asked: Whom did Solomon refer to in his statement "Better is ~l 
dinner of herbs where love is, than a fatted ox and hatred with it"? He referred 
to two people. When Solomon was deposed, he was reduced to begging for his 

., Yet. even during this period. those champions of Hebrew speech were viewed a.~ "insane," unyielding. 
and out of touch with reality. The Hebrew writer Nechama Pukhachevsky recounts an incident in which 
David Yudlevitsch. a Hebrew teacher known for his fanaticism, fon:ed a feverish, raving child 10 speak 
Hebrew as she called for her nurse in Russian. B. Harshav. LClngllClgt' in Time. pp. 85-86, n. 33 . 
.. B. Harshav, umgllClge ill Time. p. 86 . 
• , B. Harshav.l.Lmgllage it. Time. p. 86 . 
• o'n contrast to the legends collected by Bialik ill ;7iJX,i .,~o (The book of legends) belween 1908-1910. 
Bialik's treatment of the legends e1abor.lted upon in And il Clime to Pass (1934) was not done wilh an eye 
toward abbreviating. streamlining. and anthologi1.ing. Rather, these stories are ellpansions of one or several 
Midmshim constructed around sever.ll verses fmm the book of Proverbs. 
41 The floly Scriplllres. trans. Hamid Fisch (Jerusalem: Koren. 1992), p. 812 . 
• 8 See '~:.~ :'li,~ (Midmsh mishlel 15 (New York: Jewish Theological Seminary. 1990). pp. 122-123. 
Also •• :;.=~ 'j'=~::: C:1;:::;" (Yalkut shimoni mishle) 953: 15 (New York: Pardes. 1994). pp. 987-988. 
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daily bread. Once two people who knew him saw him. One came and bowed to 
him, saying. "Your highness. please let me take care of you today." He brought 
him into his house and served him all kinds of delicacies. He started quoting 
Solomon to himself and reminding him of his days as king, saying "do you 
remember doing such and such on such and such a day when you were king?" 
Because he kept reminding Solomon of the days of his kingship, Solomon wept 
and wailed. This went on for the entire meal until he stood up, sated only from 
his own weeping. The next day he encountered the second man who bowed to 
him. saying, "Your highness, please let me take care of you today." Solomon 
replied" Are you planning to do to me what your friend did to me yesterday?" 
The man replied, "I am poor and I can't give you anything but a modest meal of 
herbs." Solomon went home with him. Once they arrived. the man washed his 
hands and feet and brought some herbs to him. The man began to comfort 
Solomon ... God means to make you king again. When Solomon heard this, he 
calmed down and was satisfied with his meal of herbs. Rabbi Hiyah Bar Abba 
and Rabbi Abuye Ben Binyamin in the name of Rabbi Yossi ben Zimri said, 
when Solomon became king again, he said, "Better is a dinner of herbs where 
love is. than a fatted ox and hatred with it" - The herb dinner I ate with the poor 
man was bener than the fatted ox I ate with the rich man who reminded me of 
my sorrows. ~9 

I have quoted the original Midrash at great length because it serves as 
quite an accurate summary of the plot of Bialik's story. In Bialik's version, 
the first man, the wealthy man, is a cook who forces delicacy after delicacy 
upon Solomon, with the help of his silent wife, talking the entire time in a 
manic tone about Solomon's inefficacy as a king in the past, and even as a 
deposed king in the present. Solomon is completely silent throughout the 
meal, and the only access we are given to his experience of the encounter is 
increasingly more frequent descriptions of his nausea and his attempt to 
manipulate the food on his plate without actually eating it, like a child. At a 
certain point, King Solomon flees, vomits up every drop of food he was 
forced to consume, and is taken in the next day by the second man who 
comforts him with a light meal and with reassuring conversation. 

Bialik strikes Solomon dumb in the face of two dense layers of narrative
that of the cook and that of the narrator (which appears primarily in the 
beginning of the story and at critical junctures throughout the story to 
punctuate the speech of the cook). The only thing Solomon says appears 
within the first several lines. In a tremulous voice, before a crowd of people, 
dressed in rags and begging for food, he asserts: "I am the king." In contrast, 
the quoted speech of the cook weaves a nearly impenetrable web of 
synonyms and parallel structures in late biblical idiom and style. His first 

.. Miclmsh Mi.r/r/e. p. 15. Translation is my own. 
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utterance, for example, when he tries to distance Solomon from the crowd of 
people who ridicule him after he asserts that he is the king, reads: 

.i~~~ ,l;o,n '?pc~ i";, ':-1: .t:i"\,:n '~ t:'~in:' '11':~ ,t:':i:T 'K,n P~':l .~:: o:li; ;,~ 
. ~~:l~iiN "~:JK' i7fii '''~:1 .,:, . ~NU~ii . =:::-~ ,:a::r=' n'l:',~ii =?"': i!:O~ .=:l':' ·~K i.~jN 

j"':'N K~ jj~jK . j": ii~l:N ;,== . j.=;~ ':"~ j':' ii=l:N "~:Ni j. ';K ':-rii1 1= nN ~';'iij·j=;"i 

.j;'i:;~Ki 

What's wrong with you-you lice eggs. fly turds, viperous insects-that you 
should gang up on a poor itinerant? Leave him alone, I say to you. Keep your 
leprous hands to yourselves and shut your contaminated mouths. I have venison 
that I can roast for him. Hand the warrior over to me and I'll take care of him. 
I'll do what I need to do with him. Let me near him so I can touch him. 5C1 

The reiteration of lice eggs, fly-turds, and viperous insects, sets the tone for 
the nature of the cook's discourse throughout the story. He never says 
anything just once. He constantly says the same thing in different terms, or 
even in the same terms, as we see at the end of the passage ("I'll take care of 
him." "I'll do what I need to do with him," concluding with the somewhat 
more immediate and ominous "Let me near him so I can touch him"). None 
of the phrases are invoked as semantic units from the Bible. They are, by and 
large, Bialik's own creative combination of little used idioms and phrases 
from the latter prophets and the writings, as is typical of Nllsah style. The 
verb .. ,~:::p,,, which he uses in the phrase "Shut your contaminated mouths," 
for example, is used in Job 5: 16; Ps 107:42; and Isa 52: 15 in conjunction with 
mouths and the act of shutting them, but not in the same morphological pre
sentation, nor in the exact phrase Bialik chooses to invoke. Similarly, the 
word "I;o~m~jj" (contaminated) which Bialik uses in the same phrase L<; 

derived exclusively from the latter prophets and writings, and particularly 
from the somewhat arcane minor prophet Malachi where the same form of 
the verb used by Bialik is employed, though not in conjunction with 
"mouths.,,51 In his choice of oblique terms, Bialik forces the reader to 
consider their original contexts and biblical origins. At the same time he 
resists explicitly invoking the original biblical texts in the usual shibutz form 
that would involve wholesale importation of phrases and contexts. 

The words of the prophets, in the mouth of a man who is deliberately 
torturing and nauseating King Solomon and sinking deeper and deeper into 
loquacious, drunken incoherence, radically defamiliarizes the tone and context 

~ C. N. Bialik. "j::" ;;n~,K' .n:K ,~=" (A failed ox or a dinner of herbs). in ?'~N':; jt:m ="r; ':::r:::: S 
(Collected works of Chaim Nahman Bialik) (Tel Aviv: Dvir. 1(47). p. 225. 
s. Sec Mal 1:7 and 1:12. 
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of the original texts. The narrator echoes, to a large extent, though in a more 
controlled manner, the cook's style, speaking in an overly florid late biblical 
style with a syntax and lexicon that seem fashioned in a manner that is 
deliberately inaccessible to the reader. Consider, for example, the narrator's 
opening exposition: 

.c:b 1:::l m~~' C'~~1r" c·r,:::lj ,'mjj~' C'jf:lX ,'J~O ,11C" :::lr, 'j':::lX • ,·r,11 ,11'j' C·r,·'l1 
CO::J ';,~~' ,r, ilJO ,:1;" C'i:::ln.~ .n::ij ,r, ,mx" aXi ,.,nx '¥'j" c'~nj 'aJX 

.CJ'l1 X,"=,O:l jJo'~ ,?m" 

The insolent mocked him, the courageous were comforted by him. the cruel 
responded bitterly to him, the wicked and scornful entertained themselves at his 
expense. the merciful shook their heads mournfully at him and sighed. the 
honorable opposed him and the wary distanced themselves from him even as 
they scrutinized him. 52 

As in the earlier passage, there are no explicit references to the Bible here. 
Again, however, the rare Hebrew words used for "insolent," "courageous," 
and "scornful" draw attention to themselves as necessarily biblical and lofty 
in idiom. Most important is the catalog style of this passage, creating a 
syntactic and semantic parataxis that contributes to a sense of abundance 
bordering on superfluity. 

The narrator and the main protagonist, the cook, create together what I 
would call a literary "wall of speech. ,,53 This wall of speech blocks any 
possibility of idiomatic realism, drawing attention to itself as a highly 
constructed, highly idiosyncratic adaptation of biblical texts. The elusive 
relationship Bialik sought out between living speech and living text in the 
earlier part of the century seems to have been replaced by an awareness that 
literary vernacular and speaking culture are two radically separate entities. 

Both "A Fatted Ox or A Dinner of Herbs" and "Brawny Aryeh" feature 
a particularly crass character who is distinguished in large part by the nature 
of his "speech." In the case of "Brawny Aryeh," we saw that Aryeh's 
speech was presented as an abstract event or phenomenon instead of evolving 
in real time from the narrative itself. In contrast, it is the cook's mimetically 
represented quoted speech which dominates the narrative of "A Fatted Ox." 
And it is the very nature of that mimetic representation, that representation of 
discourse in the actual voice of the speaking character, which renders the 
vernacular quality of the story ridiculous. The speech is so overwhelming-

~2 C. N. Bialik. "A Failed Ox," p. 224. 
~) Analogous to what scholars of the history of Rock and Roll have described as a "Willi (If Sound" upon 
which I bllse this observlltion. 
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having been constructed out of the most remote texts rendered in the highest 
diction in order to communicate the most vulgar and ill directed sentiments
that it becomes a parody of itself. Both the cook in "A Fatted Ox" and 
Aryeh in "Brawny Aryeh" are distinguished by their style of talking. And 
both of them kill the possibility of a symbiosis between living speech and 
living text by sUbjugating the speech of each character to its sheer textuality. 

7. MIMESIS: NOTES TOWARD A CONCLUSION 

The Hebrew revival, the Tehiyalr, is still, to a large degree, in effect. This i<; 
ea<;i1y proven by the continuing presence of a rhetoric of mimesis in Israeli 
literary criticism. Recently in Israel. for example, I came across a book-review 
on a new Hebrew translation of Alice in Wonderland. The author of the 
review was trying to demonstrate how much more successful was a later 
translation of the book than an earlier one because the later translation 
captured the colloquial rhythms of contemporary speech in its rhetorical 
texture, while the earlier one did not. Mimesis, literally the imitation of reality 
(or in narratological parlance, as introduced earlier, the quotation of speech) is 
the single most important consideration in understanding the literary ideology 
of the Hebrew revival. 

Working in tandem, the literary and linguistic revivals of the Hebrew 
language were supposed to yield a correspondence between lived life and the 
literary text. With a successful revival of Hebrew both in modem literature 
and modem life, literature would, ideally, not construct the rhythms of a 
spoken Hebrew, but reflect its rhythms. Of course, the premise that literature 
could ever correspond to life wa<;, and remains, debatable. Indeed, Shmuel 
Yosef Agnon (1888-1970), who straddled the period before and after 
Hebrew speech was normative in Palestine and Israel, challenged the mimetic 
aspirations of his predecessors. Instead of being concerned with the prospects 
for Hebrew literature to represent a Hebrew speaking cultural reality, Agnon 
was skeptical over whether a mimetically represented Hebrew culture would 
be worthy of the Hebrew texts in which it was depicted. In other words, in 
the transition from Bialik to Agnon, the valence of Hebrew mimesis shifts. 
Agnon explicitly rejects the imitation of Hebrew speech in text while Bialik 
suggests that he would like to imitate living speech in Hebrew texts but 
cannot quite do so yet. 

In his introduction to "Sefer ha-Medinah," Agnon discusses the dilemma 
of mimetically representing a culture in which Hebrew is actually spoken: 
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iW'l't:m n;-or,,1; "!1l1liTpr" ,on"";':::l C"j:::l, :::l,n?, -m:::l ':::l:::l 'nl;,n:m~ :£l ';11 ~K' 
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It,iT '~'i":l~ j=i C'i,."'K Oil C'''''I::l' ,'n'r"K;' i~'i':l "I: 'ir"l1 K"~ i11J::i' li'~'''r";,, 
.cnJ":::l l:l';"T 

Although I tried with all my strength to write del'arim ke-"e~'yatam. things as 
they arc. when I got to the transmission of discussions. I was forced to change 
the style. Most of the heads of state spoke in a confused. corrupted language 
that wao; taken from old melitsot that did not communicate their intended 
meaning. At times they said things which meant exactly the opposite of what 
they had intended.s4 

For Agnon, representing dvarim ke-hevyatam, or "things (or words) as 
they are" does not necessitate direct quotation or preserved diction. In his 
view, editing speech into classicizing, pure style, does not count as a violation 
of mimetic principles. Agnon does not, like Bialik, foreground the dilemma of 
Hebrew speech not existing, and thus being unusable in mimetic repro
ductions. Rather, he focuses on the fact that in his time Hebrew is spoken, 
and spoken badly enough to warrant a Hebrew writer's avoiding its mimetic 
depiction. 

Thus, Agnon believes that Hebrew speech from the latter period of the 
revival call, but should not be mimetically represented in Hebrew texts. He 
reclaims the privilege of Hebrew texts as repositories of the Hebrew language, 
existing in a vernacular vacuum, and views them as perfectly legitimate in the 
capacity not of a mirror onto life, but of an archive for valuable literary and 
cultural artifacts. Saul Bellow recapitulates this in an account of a visit with 
Agnon: 

In Jerusalem several years ago, I had an amusing and enlightening conversation 
with the dean of Hebrew writers. S. Y. Agnon.... He asked me if any of my 
books had been translated into Hebrew. If they had not been. I had better see to 
it immediately. because. he said, they would survive only in the Holy Tongue .... 
I cited Heinrich Heine as an example of II poet who had done rather well in 
German. "Ah." said Mr. Agnon. "we have him beautifully translated into 
Hebrew. He is safe."jj 

,.. s. Y. Agnon. Chapter.r (}tt SeIer Ira-Medinllh. p. 252. 
" s. Bellow. ClJtJ\·ers(l(;mr.r \I";tlr Stili I Bell(}w. cd. G. L. Cronin and B. Siegel (Jackson: University Press 
of Mississippi. 1994). 


